TELEVISION

MOON KNIGHT (Season 1)  Marvel Studios/Disney +  Prod: Kevin Feige, Victoria Alonso, Brad Winderbaum, Grant Curtis  Dir: Mohamed Diab

LISEY’S STORY (Season 1)  Bad Robot/Apple  Prod: Ben Stephenson, Rachel Rusch, Stephen King  Dir: Pablo Larraín

THE BOYS (Seasons 1-2)  Sony TV/Amazon  Prod: Evan Goldberg, Seth Rogen, Eric Kripke, Neal Moritz  Dir: Various

HOME BEFORE DARK (Season 1)  Apple  Prod: Dana Fox, Dara Resnik  Dir: Rosemary Rodriguez

CHIEFS (Pilot)  Sony TV/CBS  Prod: David Hudgins, Carol Mendelsohn, Julie Weitz  Dir: Zetna Fuentes

SHUT EYE (Season 2)  Hulu  Prod: John Shiban, Melissa Bernstein  Dir: Various

MR. MERCEDES (Season 1)  Audience Network  Prod: David E. Kelley, Jack Bender  Dir: Various

BATES MOTEL (Season 5)  A&E  Prod: Carlton Cuse, Kerry Ehrin  Dir: Various

OUTCAST (Season 1)  Cinemax  Prod: Robert Kirkman, Chris Black  Dir: Tricia Brock

INTO THE BADLANDS (Season 1)  AMC  Prod: Alfred Gough, Miles Millar  Dir: Guy Ferland

FEATURES

ALICE IN WONDERLAND  Walt Disney Pictures  Prod: Joe Roth, Jennifer Todd, Suzanne Todd  Dir: Tim Burton

LIVE FREE OR DIE HARD  (Assistant Editor)  20th Century Fox  Prod: Michael Fottrell, Arnold Rifkin, William Wisher  Dir: Len Wiseman

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE III  Paramount Pictures  Prod: Paula Wagner, Tom Cruise  Dir: J.J. Abrams

COACH CARTER  (Assistant Editor)  Paramount Pictures  Prod: David Gale, Brian Robbins, Michael Tollin  Dir: Thomas Carter


https://production.apa-agency.com/